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Get EVG compliant the
efficient way
Compliance with the EVG deadline can no longer be a concern if you start using Beyontec
EVG Accelerator bot. The simple plug-in can be quickly integrated with any core insurance
solution.
As mandated by the insurance authorities, all insurance
companies need to issue policies only through the EVG
(Emirate Vehicle Gate) portal.
For regional insurance companies that are not yet ready
for the change, Beyontec offers an EVG Accelerator in the
form of a bot that seamlessly integrates with their existing
policy systems and enables them to automatically execute
new policies and renew existing policies via a mandated
EVG portal, without making any changes to the existing
processes and system.
The bot retrieves policy information from the existing
insurance management system and automatically updates
the EVG portal, filling in the corresponding data across
about 50 mandatory fields. The bot also back-updates the
EVG reference details to your core system automatically,
error-free.

WIN-WIN FEATURES
Beyontec’s pre-configured, ready-to-deploy EVG
Accelerator bot enables you to:
• A
 utomate and streamline your EVG compliance, while
reducing cycle times
• Eliminates the scope of human error
• Ensures complete compliance with the changing EVG
regulations
• Automatically updates the EVG portal with policy
information, while making sure every mandatory field is
filled in

WHAT YOU GET
• C
 omplete compliance with EVG
regulations
• Absolute control over issue and renewal
of policies
• Fully automated, quick-to-deploy
solution to manage policy issuing
process
• Scalable and reliable solution that offers
hundred percent accuracy of data
• Eliminates manual intervention
• No changes to existing systems and
processes
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• Back-updates your core system with EVG reference details
• Keeps track of your transaction processes and gets
notified, when a transaction is a success or failure

• S
 cales up bots using the Bots Controller depending on
policy volumes

Beyontec EVG Accelerator bot is a must-have for any
insurance provider looking to quickly comply with the EVG
regulation, without having to custom-build new applications
or modify existing systems and processes. Developed by
Beyontec Solutions, a global insurance solution provider, it’s
a fully-integrated, pre-configured, real-time solution that offers
a set of automated tasks designed to address the compliance
needs mandated by the EVG portal, eliminating manual entries
and associated challenges.

The main advantage with Beyontec’s suite of accelerators,
including the EVG Accelerator bot, is that, it is compatible with
any existing core insurance system. It can be integrated with
any exiting system that you may be using in less than four
weeks.

WHY ACCELERATORS?
Beyontec accelerators are tailor-made solutions that fulfill specific IT and business needs not addressed by existing
insurance systems. They can be easily integrated in to any existing system, to enhance the core functionality and
efficiency. They optimize the use of new age technologies and help insurers significantly save on total IT spends while
improving overall time-to-market, performance and giving them a distinct advantage over competition.

For more information call us on +971 4 5148451 or write to us at sales@beyontec.com.
We would be happy to schedule a demo for you.

